Clinical Studies with Pridopidine

*Pridopidine has a beneficial effect on functional capacity (PRIDE-HD), 2020*

*Long term (5-year) sustained effects of pridopidine on functional capacity (Open-label study), 2020* (abstract only)

Mutations in S1R Cause ALS

*Sigma-1 receptor mutations that impair cell energy cause ALS, 2016*

*Sigma-1 receptor loss of function mutation causes early onset (Juvenile), 2011* (abstract only)

Pridopidine Animal Studies

*Pridopidine protects brain cells in a Huntington disease cell model, 2019*

*Pridopidine protects brain cells in an ALS mouse model, 2019*

S1R Review Articles

*An overview of Sigma-1 receptor (and pridopidine) in neurodegenerative disease, 2020* (abstract only)

*Sigma 1 receptor as a therapeutic target for ALS, 2017* (abstract only)